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jQuery Cookbook (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

	jQuery simplifies building rich, interactive web frontends. Getting started with this JavaScript library is easy, but it can take years to fully realize its breadth and depth; this cookbook shortens the learning curve considerably. With these recipes, you'll learn patterns and practices from 19 leading developers who use jQuery for...
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Concepts of Chemical Engineering 4 Chemists (RSC '4' Chemists)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2007

	This book is meant as a handbook and resource guide for chemists
	(and other scientists) who either find themselves working alongside
	chemical engineers or who are undertaking chemical engineering-type
	projects and who wish to communicate with their colleagues and
	understand chemical engineering principles. The book has arisen out
	of...
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Learning Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Dynamic Access ControlPackt Publishing, 2013

	When you know Dynamic Access Control, you know how to take command of your organization's data for security and control. This book is a practical tutorial that will make you proficient in the main functions and extensions.


	Overview

	
		Understand the advantages of using Dynamic Access Control and how it...
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User Story Mapping: Discover the Whole Story, Build the Right ProductO'Reilly, 2014

	
		User story mapping is a valuable tool for software development, once you understand why and how to use it. This insightful book examines how this often misunderstood technique can help your team stay focused on users and their needs without getting lost in the enthusiasm for individual product features.

	
		Author Jeff...
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Arduino Robotics (Technology in Action)Apress, 2011

	This book will show you how to use your Arduino to control a variety of different robots, while providing step-by-step instructions on the entire robot building process. You'll learn Arduino basics as well as the characteristics of different types of motors used in robotics. You also discover controller methods and failsafe...
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Android Hardware Interfacing with the BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement Android apps that interface with your own custom hardware circuits and the BeagleBone Black


	About This Book

	
		Design custom apps that interact with the outside world via BeagleBone Black
	
		Modify Android to recognize, configure, and communicate with sensors, LEDs, memory,...
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Program the Internet of Things with Swift for iOS: Learn How to Program Apps for the Internet of ThingsApress, 2018

	
		

		With this book, you will learn how to build apps and hardware for the Internet of Things, using Apple's native APIs and industry standard protocols like Bluetooth and HTTPS. You'll start out learning how to access the sensors on the iPhone, move on to building your own accessories using the Arduino and Raspberry...
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C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3DCRC Press, 2021

	
		This second edition of C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3D expounds upon the first with more details and techniques. With a fresh array of chapters, updated C# code and examples, Jeff W. Murray’s book will help the reader understand structured game development in Unity unlike ever before.

	
		New to this...
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Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for DevelopersApress, 2003
This book is all about getting developers to realize good, solid interface  design for their products by considering a reasonable set of design axioms.  Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for Developers shows how you can  create design through code by using technologies such as SVG, XHTML, XML, XSLT,  and XSL-FO. It explores how, by...
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Foundation ActionScript for Flash 8Friends of Ed, 2006
ActionScript is the native scripting language of Flash. ActionScript knowledge is essential within the world of Flash design and development, as Flash remains a leading tool for cutting-edge interactive design and development. 
 
 ActionScript is what gives Flash its power, but with that power comes a certain level of complexity, which...
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Graphically Speaking: A Visual Lexicon for Achieving Better Designer-Client Communication (Graphic Design)How Design Books, 2002
It's all too often that designers leave a meeting with clients feeling as if they've been speaking an entirely different language. Graphically Speaking solves such communication problems by breaking down client-designer dialogue into something both parties can understand. It visually "defines" more than 30 of the most common words that...
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Parallel Port Complete: Programming Interfacing & Using the PC'S Parallel Printer PortLakeview Research, 2002
The book is designed to serve readers with a variety of backgrounds and interests: Programmers will find code examples that show how to use the port in all of its modes. If you program in Visual Basic, you can use the routines directly in your programs.

For hardware designers, there are details about the port circuits and how to...
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